Margaret Hasse to Conduct Poetry Writing Lab
Margaret Hasse, a member of the
Minnesota Poetry-in-the Schools pro
gram, will be conducting creat.ive writing
sessions at Riggs during Feb. 10 - 14.
Margaret's poetry has been published
in several midwest literary publications
and newspapers.
Recently Ms. Hasse was the script
writer for "How to Eat a Poem'.', an
education film by Osseo Educational
Television.
Raised in Vermillion, Margaret gradu
ated in 1972 from Stanford University
with a degree in creative writing- and
Englis11. Sh currently resiot:s in the
Twin CititS and is associated with several
Minnesota literary projects.

Ms. Hasse, a popular poetry reader. has
given readings of ber own material at
University of Minnesota, Stillwater State
Prison, and University of South Dakota.
During her stay, Margaret will also
conduct a creative writing workshop for
children on February 15.

One-eyed Monster
alive and well

Blinded by an explosion
of a Drano Can - Jeff
For days he wanders in
his family's house,
his head sheltered by
a red football helmet,
slamming into walls,
wanting to see stars.
The white sink the last
thing to melt away
before the weeks of
imagined hospital white,
his face straining
toward gauzy bandages.
and the buzz of machines
mistaken for the sound of light.
At night, in bed,
he gouges his eye sockets,
the wild welcome of color,
gypsy violet and green.
He pretends his eyes are closed,
are sleeping, not dead,
and the shooting stars
form portraits of his face.
He rocks, bent like a chair,
a Stevie Wonder rhythm,
His arms fisted in his stomach,
in motion, comfort and rage.
He refuses the touch of braille,
the connection weak,
The fingers dumb,
the synapse far too slow.
The reconciliation is slow,
the patterning of the world
in velvet and burns.
�e feels the sun on his skin,
dim warmth, a soft chord.
The thin light recedes
and comes high tidE again.
He ties his laces,
he brushes his teeth,
he reads and dreams on.
And the waus call out
to him. Like radar,
he echoes back
and keeps himself away.
Margatet Hasse

This is Ms. Hasse's first year with the
Writers-in-Schools program. Her residency is partially supported by South Dakota
Arts Council, the Division of Elementary
and Secondary Education, and a �an_t
from the National Endowment tor the
Arts.
The 1974 Rent-A-Poet, Dan Lusk, wh.o
conducted poetry sessions at Riggs,
was also sponsored· by these organiza
tions.

Ms. Ma rgaret Hasse will conduct
classes in poetry writing and appreciation
at Riggs the second week in Feb.

Snowballs Fly in Chemistry
The snow still falling was causing
everyone to have the urge to be out in
the dense cloud. Not for another hour
could they get there however, for
Chemistry had just begun.
Dra.f.ts of cold air and students
hurrymg back to their seats were the
first signs of a plot developing. Red, wet
hands and a certain restlessness seemed
to add to the idea of a plot.
A freezing chill ran down everyone's
spine when a scream and strong words
were emitted by one of the girls. A
hideous laugh nearby gave the culprit
away.
The victim of the first event, reached
in her desk, where her private supply of
snow was stored and brutally assaulted
the sneak who had given her the chilly
back. A miss (hitting an innocent
bystander) lead him to the window for a
revenge weapon. "l'he bystander's
returned volley lead the thrilhieekers to
the window tor their ammunition,
resulting ,n a war.
General Ruzick, up front, was issuing
orders which fell to ears that couldn't
hear. The battle ended soon with the
quick exhaustion of the snow supply on
the window sills.
Cold hands, cold backs and wet faces
stayed with the rebels for the remainder
of the period. The General put everyone
on the firing line, shooting questions in
every direction.
Deserting the battlefield at bell time
was easy for everyone know that just
outside the building a new battlefield was
forming.

As I look back on class projec, , which I
have worked on, nothing has intrigued
me more than the project Jeff and I
completed last month.
This project was the designing and
constructing of a cyclops, This cyclops, a
one-eyed mythological monster, was
created for mythology class to illustrate
the kind of creatures the Greeks believed
in and to show the creature portrayed in
the myth of Polyphemus and Odysseus.
The first step in making our
monstrosity was tieing small balloons
together to form the structural parts of
the head, body, arms and legs. Overall,
our cyclops stands about two feet tall.
The second step, the sloppiest, was to
apply strips of paper drenched m
wallpaper paste on the balloon structure.
After each coat of paper we found the
paste all the way up our arms, face, and
hair.
After the fifth coat of wet paper was
put on and dried (about five hours work,)
it came time to decorate the cyclops. We
first painted the whole thing a flesh color.
Then we painted on the eyes and mouth
with red, black and white.
The clinching step was using our
creative ability to make hair out of yarn
and boots and a tunic out uf a burlap bag.
Anyone who wants to see this ugly
creature (cyclops are quite ugly) may see
him in Room 101.

The ugly, vicious cyclops attaeb · hla
make-r Tom Dic�an.

